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Plan, explore, remember
The people who enjoyed this way note that the technique is amazing: carries the process of
creation, and most importantly - intelligence cards really help!But time, however, a lot is spent on
creating one card.It would still have to approach such a process with the mind.Tony Busesen
advises:
"If you want to accurately remember the information presented on the intellect card, I recommend
that you give a sufficient time to study, analyzing the relationships, images and branches.The more
time you spend on it, the better the information is "imprinted" in your memory. "
Tony Busesen Creator for Intellect Card Methods
Many have noted that the technique is applicable to everything that requires planning or
memorization: classes of physical education, creative activity, hobbies, education, work, vacation,
repair ... Someone plans a wedding or preparing for a New Year's party, someone remembers
biographyArtists and poets, someone is a menu from products rich in vitamins and minerals.
You can draw the Mind Card for anything.By the way, this is a great tool for who learn, and for who
teaches.You can build a lesson structure or schedule an explanation plan for a new topic, which
stretches for a whole block of several classes.
How to draw an intelligence card?
The essence of mindmapping is in visualization.Key thought, concept, author or problem are taken
as the basis and are displayed in the middle of the sheet.From the middle, branches are departed algorithm in order or important biographical information, and maybe even a plan for landscaping a
school territory (for that we will take everything - all deposit!).
Drawing a card resembles the game in detectives: photographs of involved persons, evidence,
fingerprints - all that is hugged to the cork board, are wrapped with a red thread.This is such a visual
allowance for investigators - invisible connections instantly appear, the logic between the chain of
events is being established and the key details are found.
Go to the process creatively: in the arsenal there must be colored pencils, eraser, simple pencil and
a lot of fantasy.The card drawing is different - depending on the theme and fantasy of a person.But
one characteristic feature combines everything: the intelligence card always reminds of the structure
of neural networks.In this, the creator of the Tony Busesen technique and sees the secret:

"The structure of the intelligence card works organically, repeating the neural structure that is
generated in the brain in the processing of information.Creating an intelligence card leads to
strengthening the natural functions of the brain, making the process of thinking more creative and
efficient. "
Tony Busesen Creator for Intellect Card Methods
Tony Busesen advises to create cards from hand - it stimulates creative thinking and helps to focus
on generating new ideas and connections.And, although services for creating diagrams of ties on
the Internet there are many (let's talk about them a little later), the functionality is often
limited.Teachers and disciples are clearly more interesting to create a more "alive" tool.
First.Select the central image.Draw it in the middle of the sheet, attach significance - color, texture,
special release, beautiful font.
Second.Determine things closely related to the central theme.Picture thick branches that will depart
from the center.Branches must be of different colors.From the branches, stretch more subtle
processes of the second, third, fourth, etc.levels.
Third.Picture a drawing or write a word that will occur to reflect the basic concept for memorization,
on each branch.
Tip: Think out your "Color Code" and a special font selection system, add pictures or catchy icons
for clarity.
What is the advantage of thought cards?
Thick notebooks with replaceable blocks, written from crust to crust lectures, remained behind, - at
least, so the Tony Busesen himself says.The author of the method believes that the material of the
lectures remember it easier to use an intelligence card, and not a banal record under the
dictation.And also think many of his students and followers.
But still, there are doubts: the creation of a Mind card - the process is not the fastest, even the
author himself speaks about it.Marking with color, allocation of significant parts in the font and giving
the "volume" key concepts will take a long time.And at the lecture of one and a half hours, though
eternity stretch, but you sometimes need to have too much.Another thing, if you write a lecture, and
at home to make sammary - a brief overview of everything that was heard and recorded, in the form
of an intelligence card.
Example - Intelligent Map "Noun in Russian":
Mind Map online

The method is good for school at school.It is convenient to plan project activities with him.Especially
if students work in groups.First, they plan an approximate plan of their work, and then together make
up the card.Each team can post your card on the board to check the plan.Another guys will also be
interested in: "What's the rest there?".
Every year, eco-board becomes more and more relevant: people seek to leave behind less waste,
buying eco-friendly goods and competently get rid of the rubble, which accumulated in the house.
Ecoproject can be implemented in school. Here already groups can be more - a whole class or even
somewhat can be united to improve the territory of the school, cabinets or even their own homes.
The intelligence card will help again! But at the school level, share the projects of cards more
conveniently via the Internet. Free resources that will help draw a Mind Card, a lot. Some of them
can share a project. Then children can easily work together online. Other cards can be postponed to
the general website so that the teacher can observe the stages of the creation of the relationship
diagram. On how easy and quickly create a website, we wrote in the article about project activities.
Popular Money Card Services:
CoggleMindmepping service from Google.It creates our card with nouns.The free version is limited
by functions, and, as the knowledgeable people write, allows you to create only one chalkboard with
a card.Each time you have to download one to erase it and create another.But it can be divided
online with anyone - this is an advantage.
Mind42.The service also has the ability to share the map and jointly draw your project online.Cons:
There is no possibility to separate branches, tying various "trees".Very limited service with a boring
interface.Suitable for updating and structuring, but not suitable for the implementation of creative
plans and interesting projects.
Mindmeister.There is where to get roast!There are pictures and the ability to create notes, and you
can create branches.The entire interface is more flexible: it is visible on the map itself, whose
branches can be made smaller.As always, you can only use the demo you can use: you can create
only three cards.
Xmind.Simple functionality, careless and minimalistic cards.Convenient, nothing superfluous, you
can quickly sket an exemplary draft card, and then, if you follow the covenants of Tony Busesen, go
to paper with pencils or other services.Additional tools for money.
imindmap.Most of the whole map of thoughts will be similar to the illustration from the book Tony
Busen, if you create it in the Imindmap service.Nothing amazing, because the ideological inspirer of
the service is the author himself.There is everything on the canons of intelligence cards: colors, thick
and thin branches, unlimited space for fantasy.You can only inspire for free only 7 days.
Look at any search engine - a selection with convenient and free services for creating cards of
thoughts Mass!Pick up suitable and learn from a new interesting technique along with the class.Or
paint on paper, not limited to a functional or space.Productive Mindmepping!

